Results useful to: System analysts tions. One cause for false alarm might be that a flight of wild geese under certain circumstances causes radar reflecAbstract-This communication is concerned with a most timely prob-tions similar to those of oncoming enemy ICBMs. This lem. Early warning systems against ICBM-attacks now and then cause false alarms which in turn can trigger a retaliatory ICBM attack. Up until may be false alarm Type 1. We assume that with constant now any retaliatory attacks have been stopped before any consequences probability Pi the alarm is recognized as being false before have resulted. I try to compute the joint probability of infinitely many retaliatory action is taken, and that the Type 1 false alarm false alarms being detected before serious consequences have resulted.
will cause retaliatory action with probability (1 -p1 ..'' The definition orethis constitutes the end in so far as our model is concerned; nature of the subject matter; e.g. the reliability of a safety match, a transistor, or an early warning system must be there will be no further debugging. By now it has become regular fare on our newsmedia to Assumptions 1 and 2 should be readily acceptable, the learn that the Pentagon for so and so many minutes be-validity of Assumption 3 needs to be verified for each parlieved that a full scale ICBM attack on the USA had just ticular system. been launched and retaliation has been initialized. Considering that the Wimex-System and the other parts of the If we are fortunate enough to recognize all false alarms US early warning system probably are no worse than their as such and we wait long enough all, then m types will counterparts in the USSR, UK, and France, such news have appeared (in some arbitrary order) and the sysshould be regarded as testimony to American frankness tem will have been completely debugged with probability rather than to shoddy engineering.
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